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JUXTAPOSING JAMES THE GREATER:
INTERPRETING THE INTERSTICES OF SANTIAGO
AS PEREGRINO AND MATAMOROS
John K. Moore, Jr.
University of Alabama at Birmingham

The nation now known as Spain has arguably had a fractured identity since the
First Castilian Civil War (1366-1369) between Pedro I and Enrique de
Trastámara,1 and one Saint embodies both extremes – Santiago, as Peregrino and
Matamoros.2 The irreconcilable dichotomy Jacobean scholars have heretofore seen
in these apparently antithetical manifestations of the Saint emphasizes what
No one has stimulated my thinking on Santiago more than the following four individuals:
Thomas D. Spaccarelli, Frank A. Domínguez, Antonio Momplet Míguez, and John
Jeremiah Sullivan. Others also have contributed to the content of this essay in meaningful
ways: Lucia Binotti, Betsy Bowden, Sarah Blick, Alison Chapman, Javier DomínguezGarcía, Paula Gerson, Cristina González, George Greenia, Stephen B. Raulston,
Francisco Singul, and Rita Tekippe. I also would like to thank the staff of Sterne Library
and the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham (UAB) as well as that of Davis Library and the Department of Romance
Languages at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Both Catherine Daniélou
and Sheri Spaine Long of UAB approved financial support for the artwork in this article,
while artist Edna V. Vollmer, Sara H. Vollmer, as well as numerous individuals at
ARTstor, Christie’s New York, Christie’s London, The Image of the Black in Western
Art Project at Harvard, and The Metropolitan Museum of Art additionally played
important roles in facilitating the images that appear in this piece. The course release time
provided by Eli Capilouto, Provost of UAB, and his Faculty Development Grant
Program, as well as by Bert Brouwer, Dean of the UAB School of Arts and Humanities,
was especially valuable in researching and writing this article. Most of all, I thank my
wife, Jennifer, for her guidance, patience, and faithful support.
1

Cristina González believes that this civil war was the beginning of the two Spains.
Pedro represented the left (in favor of the people and the Jews), while Enrique
represented the right (in favor of the nobility and against the Jews). González expressed
these ideas in her talk, “The Destruction of Jerusalem, the Conquest of America and the
Black Legend”, Thirty-Ninth International Congress of Medieval Studies, Kalamazoo,
Michigan, May 8, 2004.
2

It is beyond the scope of this article to consider Santiago’s other roles and
representations –as apostle, fisherman, son of thunder, missionary of the Gospel to
Spain– that are less crucial to the Saint’s Hispanic identity.

separates rather than what connects these two representations of Santiago. Thomas
D. Spaccarelli enumerates a series of binary opposites associated with these
manifestations of this Saint –egalitarianism vs. hierarchy, peacefulness vs.
militancy, internationalism vs. nationalism, receptivity of difference vs. rejection
of the other– which he applies toward an understanding of what Américo Castro
termed the “conflictive” nature of Spanish identity (36-38). For William Melczer,
too, Santiago’s divergent attributes and functions are paramount (65-67).
The general argument tends to be that Peregrino’s staff, satchel, and scallop
shell hide all personal difference with pilgrims to his Compostelan shrine and
proclaim humility, whereas Matamoros’s sword, horse, and banner reinforce the
chain of command and nationalism, and serve as a rallying point for militant
crusade. Moreover, this thinking goes, the image of Peregrino implicitly
challenges hierarchy as a democratic symbol of Everyman’s travails, while the
image of Matamoros promotes a rigid social structure as an icon of rank and
violence and of the Church’s prominence in the Reconquest enterprise. Francisco
Márquez Villanueva goes as far as to suggest that Matamoros eventually
extinguishes the figure of Peregrino: “el Hijo del Trueno pondría fin [empezando
en la época de los Reyes Católicos] a su larga peregrinación por la historia
transformado en intencionado jeroglífico de la más absoluta intolerancia” (19293). But while Matamoros comes to dominate southern Spain and HispanoAmerica, Peregrino concurrently retains his relevance (despite the temporary
decline in pilgrimage after the Protestant Reformation in the sixteenth century) in
northern Spain and in the European sphere. Just as historians have come to
recognize the close relationship between pilgrimage and crusade on the Iberian
peninsula during the Middle Ages, so does a focus on the interstices of these
seemingly contradictory representations of Santiago in history, art, and literature
yield a more complex understanding of the Saint.
Richard Fletcher illustrates that by 1100, European Christian knights
(milites) were encouraged to engage in pilgrimage, and participants in Urban II’s
First Crusade to Jerusalem (1096) thought of themselves as pilgrims rather than as
crusaders (96-97). In 1123, “pope Calixtus II made it unambiguously plain that he
regarded the wars in Spain as crusades ... [and] Spaniards themselves thought of
their wars as crusades” by the mid twelfth century (Fletcher 297-98). Later
evidence that medieval Spain thought of itself as fighting a crusade can be found
in the various attempts of the Compostelan bishops to free themselves of the
Crusade taxes imposed by the Fourth Lateran council (1215), taken to mean that

these churchmen saw their efforts against the infidel at home as an aid to the
crusades further east (María Eugenia Lacarra 31-32). In the tenth century, though
not yet conceived as a crusade, the Christian advance south on the Iberian
Peninsula nonetheless is what first allowed the Road to Santiago to spread across
the north of the peninsula and across the Pyrenees (Constance Mary Storrs 34). In
fact, many of the settlements along the main route to Compostela –from Jaca in
the east to Villafranca del Bierzo in the west – which “owed their existence to the
Reconquest”, helped to develop the Road to Santiago (Storrs 37).3 Moreover,
Compostela not only was important as a pilgrimage center but also had a hand in
the crusades through bishops such as Diego de Gelmírez and Pedro Suárez
(Marilyn Stokstad 84). Perhaps most tellingly, many pilgrims to Compostela
wound up as crusaders against the Muslims: “It is not a coincidence that the reconquest of Spain was contemporary with the greatest popularity of Santiago. The
pilgrimage and the holy war became in many minds the same thing” (George
Zarnecki 67).4
Peregrino and Matamoros are manifestations of the interconnected societal,
perhaps even elemental, forces of pilgrimage and crusade. After all, Peregrino
appears in sculpture (c. 1100) only once the pilgrimage route to Compostela is
already established in the eleventh century,5 in the Romanesque church of Santa
Marta de Tera in the Leonese province of Zamora. By the same token, there is no
icon of Matamoros until the Reconquest is virtually complete –the Christian
victory in Córdoba (1236) is particularly significant– in the faux-Romanesque,
mid thirteenth-century Gothic Tympanum of Clavijo (c. 1238-1266) in the
Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela. Logically, Peregrino is mainly projected
along the east-west axis of the Camino, while Matamoros (aside from certain
3

The strategic importance of the Road is evident between the death of Alfonso VI (1109)
and the coronation of Alfonso VII (1135): “el Camino de Santiago es entonces menos un
sendero de peregrinos piadosos y más una vía rápida para movilizar las tropas. En
especial, las de doña Urraca de Castilla y las de Alfonso ‘el Batallador’ de Aragón” (José
Ángel García de Cortázar 180).
4

For a cogent analysis of crusades largely outside of the Iberian Peninsula, read Luis
García-Guijarro Ramos’s Papado, cruzadas y órdenes militares, siglos XI-XIII.
5

For Simon Barton, “the pilgrimage to Compostela appears to have become an
increasingly popular and well-organised affair from the middle of the eleventh century
onwards” (73). García de Cortázar illustrates that “Desde finales del siglo XI, en efecto,
podemos hablar ya del Camino de Santiago” (170).

works in Santiago de Compostela, Logroño, and other locales along the pilgrimage
route) dominates the north-south axis of the Reconquest and, by extension,
Hispano-America. In Castilian literature and historiography, portrayals of each
Santiago occur in the mid to late thirteenth century, as defender of his pilgrims in
the Miraglos de Santiago and in Gonzalo de Berceo’s Milagros de Nuestra Señora
and as military patron of his knights in prose texts such as Alfonso X’s Primera
Crónica General and in poems such as the Poema de Fernán González and
Berceo’s Vida de San Millán. As with the artistic representations, the textual
images of Santiago in these works can be linked to both pilgrimage and crusade.
Furthermore, these representations illustrate fluidity across the spectrum between
the poles of Jacobean iconography. By examining the confluences in addition to
the incongruities, this essay aims to establish a new framework for conceiving of
Peregrino and Matamoros.
Earliest Iberian Artistic Representations
The earliest extant artistic representations of Santiago on the Iberian Peninsula is
the above-mentioned sculpture of Peregrino (c. 1100),6 located in the southern
façade of the well-preserved Romanesque church at Santa Marta de Tera in
Zamora (See Fig. 1 and Plate X1).7 Pilgrims, apparently attracted by news of
Marta de Tera’s miracles, began visiting the church in the twelfth century
(Gerardo Pastor Olmedo 376). These pilgrims were surely the image’s intended
audience, as they would have readily seen it upon entering the church.
Santa Marta de Tera is not along the Camino de Santiago but rather just to
the west of the Vía de la Plata from Benavente, north of Zamora on the way to
Astorga. Neither is the mid twelfth-century Romanesque image of Peregrino in the

6

A document from 1077 records a donation from Celadilla for the creation of the
monastery, which provides a terminus post quem for the first phase of construction of the
church; yet the refined stylistic features of this sculpture by comparison with other artistic
elements within the same environment potentially signal a later date, perhaps just beyond
1100. The broader monastic complex beyond the church is no longer extant. (José María
Pérez González 6: 139, 147-48).
7

There is a co-eval image of Santiago with a long unfurled scroll in the cloister of
Moissac in France. Iconographies of the Saint such as martyr (with a sword), Apostle
(with a Tau-shaped rod), and evangelizer of Spain (with a volume of the Gospels) are
beyond the scope of the present study.

Cámara Santa of the Cathedral of San Salvador at Oviedo8 located on the principal
artery to Compostela.9 Serafín Moralejo observed that there was a special need in
locales off the main route to signal that one could arrive to Compostela from there,
a necessity that would not have existed along the Camino itself (150). This
Jacobean spiritual signpost was the first representation of Santiago to contain his
main attributes as a pilgrim.
This proportional and realistic sculpture of Peregrino is among the bestknown of all images of Santiago and has become an “auténtico icono jacobeo”
(Pérez González 6: 147). The Saint bears a pilgrim’s staff in his right hand, while

Fig. 1: Statue of Santiago as Peregrino, c. 1100
Church of Santa Marta de Tera, Zamora
Line-drawing Adaptation by Edna V. Vollmer
8

Both Isidro G. Bango Torviso (15) and Juan Contreras y López de Ayala (403) note
Santiago’s pilgrim’s staff and shell in this sculpture.
9

Nonetheless, many pilgrims found Oviedo on their chosen northern or coastal route, or
detoured from other routes to take it in. The adage was well known: “Quien va a Santiago y
no a San Salvador, visita al siervo y olvida al Señor”.

his other palm is open, raised in a gesture of blessing (see Clifford Davidson 92,
105, and 107, for instance).10 The tunic hugging Peregrino’s body has several
flourishes of folds, testifying to the advanced talent of the sculptor(s). His halo,11
of course, signifies his holiness.12 Santiago’s pilgrim’s purse is worn over the
shoulder and bears the attribute that symbolizes the Saint above all others: the
scallop shell (pecten maximus, or venera).
The novelty of a saint appearing dressed as one of his followers raises
fundamental interpretive questions. Melczer believes that this iconography is a
violation of the established hierarchy between divinely endowed intermediaries
and those who petition them (67). He attempts to resolve the anomaly by
interpreting the Peregrino iconography as an effort to minimize the difference
between his followers and him. Melczer’s basis for such an interpretation lies in
Santiago’s pilgrim attire, chiefly the venera (which would have indicated return
travel from Compostela in the Middle Ages since scallop shells were sold to
pilgrims there at the time). Ultimately for this scholar, the sculpture illustrates
Peregrino’s “self-effacing identification with his devotees” (67). Juan Contreras y
López de Ayala likewise notes the Saint’s “humildes y pacíficos atributos de uno
de los peregrinos” (403). These interpretations have much in common with Victor
and Edith Turner’s notion of the egalitarian bond among pilgrims of diverse social
strata and regions, which these scholars termed communitas (250-55). But social
hierarchy is never completely absent in pilgrimage, as the contemporary hajj to
Mecca attests. For instance, males and females have different dress; wealthier
hajjis wear nicer clothes and have more elegant accommodations and meals;
groups are separated by national background (Linda Davidson and David Gitlitz 1:
117). To a certain extent, the same was true of Christian pilgrimage in the Middle
Ages and remains so of all pilgrimage.
The identification of Peregrino with his followers bespeaks a qualified
egalitarianism as opposed to a total one. Why else would the Saint’s open hand be
raised to bless his followers, the pilgrims? As Santiago’s celestial protection of his
10

The raised index and middle fingers of a hand can also indicate blessing.

11

The beginnings of the nimbus’s outlines can be seen to the viewer’s right of
Peregrino’s head in Plate X1 and Fig. 1.
12

Pérez González notes that the text “APOSTOLI” can be read in the right-hand side of
the nimbus but that the text in the left-hand side is effaced (6: 147).

pilgrims in the Castilian miracle-tales of the thirteenth century illustrates, such
patronage was set forth as indispensable to the pilgrim’s journey. The gesture also
explains the worn statue of Peregrino, decorated with a scrip bearing the
ubiquitous venera, located in the façade of the fourteenth-century church of San
Cernín in Pamplona, for a pilgrim at the Saint’s feet prays for safekeeping (Brian
and Marcus Tate 67, 81). Moreover, no other pilgrim but Santiago wears a
nimbus, which unequivocally sets him on a higher plane than that of his devotees,
just as it does in later representations of Peregrino such as that in the Renaissance
wooden doors of the Chapel of the Hospital del Rey in Burgos (Tate 101, Plate
93).13 The trek to venerate Santiago in his shrine will yield blessings and safety
from wily innkeepers, and more importantly from Satan himself.
If the gesture of blessing and halo explain Peregrino’s saintliness, the
matter that Santiago is portrayed as a pilgrim at all must also be addressed. Isidro
Bango describes this iconography as “peregrino por excelencia” (16). As noted,
Santiago’s scallop shell is his chief pilgrim’s accessory. While this shell has been
an important symbol in a variety of pre-Christian societies since earliest
Antiquity,14 it also is the oldest and most persistent of all iconographies
concerning pilgrims to Santiago (Fernández Arenas, Elementos simbólicos 111).
The scallop shell’s presence in Compostela has been documented as early as the
early twelfth century (Almazán 132), essentially contemporaneous with our statue
of Peregrino.
These details allow us to conclude that medieval viewers doubtlessly would
have recognized Santiago’s portrayal as a pilgrim as well. But to where? Instead of
assuming that the shell means the Saint is traveling to or fro his own shrine
(Melczer 66), it may be beneficial to explore the possibility that stems from the
legend of Santiago’s translatio from Palestine to the shores of Galicia after his
beheading at the hands of Herod Agrippa, King of Judea, in 44 CE. Twelfth13

In this image there is a pilgrim kneeling in prayer at Santiago’s feet, and Peregrino is
lifting his hand in a gesture of blessing, this time with only the index and middle fingers
extended (Barbara D. Palmer 145, for example).
14

It represented love or served as a sort of talisman to ward off black magic (Vicente
Almazán 132) and also was associated with fertility and birth, among other rites (José
Fernández Arenas, Elementos simbólicos 111). In a message dated 12 May 2003, Sarah
Blick informed me that the scallop shell “first appears in early Christian art in funerary
and pilgrimage contexts as a top to a doorway to the afterlife. It is possible that this
meaning might have become connected with the later appearance of the Santiago shell”.

century viewers would have known of the miraculous transfer of Santiago’s
remains to the Iberian Peninsula.15 They therefore may have seen him as a pilgrim
in the sense of an exile, for Santiago was buried so far from home. Perhaps after
only Christ (for his descent into Hell) and Adam (for his expulsion from the
Garden of Eden), Santiago was the Christian pilgrim sine qua non. Again, the
chief indicator of his status as such is the scallop shell. Now that the cockle on
Santiago’s pouch has been disassociated from the intent to convey the Saint in
literal pilgrimage to his own shine, the scallop may additionally be understood as
another indicator of blessing toward his pilgrims.
While the primary audience of this statue was doubtlessly the pilgrims
themselves, plenty of others entered the church of Santa Marta de Tera. Several of
these were surely affiliated with the no-longer-extant monastic complex of which
the church was a part, and many may have been potential hosts to pilgrims.
Perhaps, therefore, the Peregrino icon is also meant to imply a logical extension of
Christ’s words in Matthew 25: 35, cited in The Rule of St. Benedict: “I came as a
guest, and you received Me”.16 Such an interpretation is in keeping with Aymeric
Picaud’s overt admonishment in the Pilgrim’s Guide to receive all pilgrims, for in
so doing one provides hospitality to Christ above all, but also to Santiago (Antonio
González Bueno 17).17 Perhaps pilgrims thought of themselves as more like
Santiago and more Christ-like for undertaking the pilgrimage. But Christian
15

Yet Katherine Elliot van Liere has convincingly shown that “in the twelfth century the
belief that James’s relics lay in Galicia did not depend on the belief that the apostle had
set foot on Spanish soil while he was alive” (526).
16

“‘Hospes fui et suscepistis me’” (Chamberlin, ed. 57); cf. Matthew 10: 40, as cited in
The Pilgrim’s Guide of the Liber Sancti Jacobi: “He who welcomes you, welcomes me”
(Melczer, trans. 132).
17

I would especially apply this line of thinking to any interpretation of the late eleventhto early twelfth-century bas-relief of Christ on the road to Emmaus in the cloister of
Santo Domingo de Silos. It has been inferred from the presence of a scallop shell that
Christ –despite being the tallest figure in the scene and the only one wearing a cruciform
nimbus– is being portrayed as a pilgrim to the shrine of his disciple Santiago, which
indeed would be “a clamorous aberration of the Christocentric principles that govern
Christian sacred history” (Melczer 68) – if that were the meaning of the shell. However,
for an audience of monks, the virtually exclusive public in the Cloister, it is more logical
for the statue to serve as a reminder to seek the “Christ within” each Jacobean pilgrim
their religious community hospitably serves. See especially Moralejo (147-48).

pilgrims strove toward perfection even as they knew they would not attain it in this
lifetime.
Since the iconography of Peregrino did not spread across Europe until the
thirteenth century (Bango 15-16),18 this earliest artistic image of Santiago on the
Iberian Peninsula can hardly be considered the fomenting of a visual advertising
campaign proclaiming the protection of Santiago for his pilgrims. That said, the
image nonetheless may have established the tone for the images to follow in the
subsequent centuries (see Plate X2, with a carving by Gil de Siloé for instance).
Peregrino’s standard iconographic elements (with the later additions of the hat and
gourd) remain a constant.
The earliest artistic representation of Santiago on horseback, protoMatamoros, if you will,19 is in the so-called Tympanum of Clavijo, c. 1238-1266
(Fig. 2). The tympanum has been located on the western wall of the south transept
of the Cathedral of Compostela since it was moved there when the Gothic cloister
was replaced in the sixteenth century.20 In the relief, Santiago faces the viewer
head-on. His nimbus signifies his holiness. In his right hand, he emblazons a
sword, in his left, a battle-standard borne on a cross-shaped pole. The flag is
inscribed with Latin text S(AN)C(TU)S IACOB(US) AP(OSTO)LUS XP(IST)I,
implying that God is on his side and, by extension, that all those who follow him
18

By the late Gothic, representations of Peregrino are countless (Contreras y López de
Ayala 404).
19

While certainly not the representation of Matamoros common from the mid fifteenth
century onwards (Contreras y López de Ayala 404), there not being any trampled Moors
under hoof, once Santiago appears on horseback galloping into battle with sword in hand,
his role as Matamoros is understood.
20

Miguel Taín Guzmán (26), referring to the authoritative work of Ramón Otero Túñez
and Ramón José Yzquierdo Perrín, establishes a date of mid-twelfth century based on the
sculpture’s close stylistic association with the workshop of Maestro Mateo. Otero Túñez
himself bases his chronology on the fundamental observations of López Ferreiro, who
appears to have been the first to cite a church document from 1250 mentioning the
“claustro nuevo” (623). See also Yzquierdo Perrín (258-64). The Gothic Cloister itself,
never finished, was constructed during the tenure of Archbishop Juan Arias (1238-1266),
whose dates establish the probable temporal boundaries of the Gothic Cloister’s
construction. A final Cloister was built on top of the Gothic one between 1510 and 1614
(Otero Túñez 623-24; Alfonso Rodríguez G. de Ceballos 29, 34). This is the structure
still standing at the Cathedral site.

will be blessed. His belt sash is covered in a relief of scallop shells, and a
scalloped pattern proceeds underneath the horse’s breastplate and the top strap of
its headstall. The scallop shell is a key emblem in the earliest visual
representations of both Peregrino and Matamoros.
Matamoros is surrounded by praying figures, three on either side, the
heavenly hosts cheering him on from above. The praying figures have been
sculpted in three-quarters profile, a Transitional Gothic trait (Paul Frankl 253-54).
The horse, shown in full profile, is at a gallop, a curb bit effectively controlling the
animal’s movement forward by keeping its head in the downward position, mouth
closed. The cantle of the saddle is slightly raised above the rider’s seat, but the
pommel is not visible. The saddle appears to be of the warhorse variety known as

Fig. 2: The Tympanum of Clavijo, c. 1238-1266
Western Wall of South Transept, Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela
Line-drawing Adaptation by Edna V. Vollmer

“de la brida” or “de la guisa”, on which the horseman places his feet forward and
rests on his buttocks. Santiago is riding a horse in knightly fashion (“a la brida”),
with legs fully extended and heels lowered in the stirrups. This shows that he is
braced for battle with the enemy and ready to use the sword. The size of the horse
is substantial, as it is a steed or charger, more important for its unstoppability than
its agility (R.H.C. Davis 24).21 The equine iconography is realistically depicted,
21

Arab light horse brigades would have ridden “a la jineta” in less obstructive saddles
and would have used shorter stirrups for greater adroitness. For terminology in Castilian
and Catalán Spanish, see Teresa Pérez Higuera (46-47). For examples of “equitation as

which is not surprising considering that the artists have been closely linked to a
style descended from Maestro Mateo’s studio.
What is confounding at first glance, however, is that this Gothic tympanum
appears to be straight from the Romanesque’s heyday since it is enclosed by a
smooth semi-circular arch and contains a shallow bas-relief.22 Sculptors in
Compostela were carving Transitional Gothic icons in the mid twelfth century, and
Maestro Mateo’s school mastered more free-standing figures of the type
associated with the Gothic long before the creation of the tympanum of Clavijo.
And so the slightly rotated praying figures in this tympanum may betray some hint
of the artist’s or artists’ true ability. This image is most likely faux-, or retroRomanesque – a voluntary archaism. But why would this be so?
The most important part of the answer lies in the probability that the relief
itself was created as a “documento para probar la certeza de la batalla de Clavijo”
(Contreras y López de Ayala 403), that is, an inspired attempt to validate the
Diploma de Ramiro (Robert Plötz 66; Ángel Sicart Giménez 23).23 This document,
now well-known as the Compostelan canon Pedro Marcio’s forgery of the mid
twelfth century (Sicart Giménez 23; T.D. Kendrick 52; Ofelia Rey Castelao 8),
attempted to prove that an equestrian Santiago descended out of the sky to aid
King Ramiro I to victory against the Muslims in 834 at the battle of Clavijo.
Ramiro chafed at the Christians’ annual miscegenistic tribute of 100 virgins to
Muslims overlords. Santiago promised him victory, and Matamoros lived up to his
name by slaughtering 70,000 Moors in a single battle. This “historical” event was
used to justify the collection of an agricultural rent payment known as the Voto de
Santiago. This was surely a mild reallocation in comparison to that of surrendering
100 maidens to the infidels. The tax was collected from most of Castile and a third
of Portugal and distributed primarily to the Church canons of the Cathedral of
Compostela in eternal deference to the Saint’s intervention (Rey Castelao 7-8).24
interpretation”, see Betsy Bowden, “Canterbury Pilgrims” and “Transportation to
Canterbury”.
22

For an overview of Romanesque art, see Xavier Barral I Altet. For ones of the Gothic,
see Frankl, and Robert A. Scott.
23
24

The Diploma is also known as the Privilegio de los Votos.

The Voto de Santiago stayed in effect until the Cortes de Cádiz briefly overturned it in
1812, and was not permanently abolished until the reign of the enlightened María Cristina
de Borbón in 1834.

However, it turns out that Marcio got Ramiro I’s regnal dates wrong and also
made another tactical error: the battle of Clavijo never existed.25 Yet these factual
blunders did not matter so much to Santiago’s true defenders, as there was other
evidence to be had, such as the surprising presence of scallop fossils in the rocks
around Clavijo. It turns out that the very last shred of proof for the existence of the
battle of Clavijo and Matamoros’s divine intervention was nothing other than this
“daringly antedated” tympanum (Kendrick 167).26 In sum, a church canon forged a
document, the Diploma de Ramiro, which was used to justify a horticultural tax
paid to his fellow church prebendaries and himself. And a sculpture, the
tympanum of Clavijo, designed in the Cathedral’s monastic environs was used to
prove the validity of this falsified chronicle. Then why the Romanesque
appearance of this Gothic sculpture? The most logical explanation is that the
tympanum of Clavijo was purposefully done in a retrospective Romanesque style
in order to make the relief seem to be an earlier creation than it actually was – all
in an attempt to appear contemporaneous with the Diploma de Ramiro. In this
sense, the tympanum of Clavijo itself can be understood to be another forgery.
In order to determine the work’s intended audience one must consider the
original setting of the tympanum of Clavijo – the Cloister. A wholly monastic
space, monks would have been the primary if not the only viewers in the Cloister
(Philip E. McWilliams 305). The tympanum had the capacity to serve as “a
spiritual and social mirror in which the ideals, the fears, and the hopes of its
community might be reflected” (Pamela A. Patton 5). These were doubtlessly
similar to those promoted by Pedro Marcio and his religious cohorts in the mid
twelfth century. Above all was their dogmatic persuasion that Santiago was the
celestial patron of medieval Spanish Christendom in its military conflict against
the Muslim armies (Fletcher 294). This interpretation is clearly on display in
Santiago’s appearance as an armed knight and soldier of Christ (miles Christi) in
the tympanum of Clavijo.
Just as the sculpture of Peregrino in the church of Santa Marta de Tera does
25

This legendary battle appears to be based on the historical one between Ramiro II and
Abderramán III at Simancas in 939 (Rey Castelao 8). For an engaging and readable
history of the Diploma, see Kendrick’s indispensable St. James in Spain.
26

See Taín Guzmán for the fascinating history of this dispute in 1771 between the Duque
de Arcos and the apologists of the Voto de Santiago who used the tympanum of Clavijo
as their evidence.

not appear until after the Road to Santiago is well-established, this artistic protoMatamoros is not created until the Reconquest is thoroughly underway. Since the
dates of the tympanum of Clavijo have been linked to the tenure of archbishop
Juan Arias (1238-1266), it is plausible that despite the roots of the relief’s
production in the Diploma of Ramiro, there was a more immediate trigger for the
creation of the work: Fernando III of Castilla’s victory in Córdoba in 1236. This
battle was of tremendous importance to Santiago de Compostela, for Almanzor
had ravaged the city and its Cathedral in 997.27 Though he respectfully left the
relics of Santiago intact, Almanzor did force his Christian captives to carry the
church bells on their shoulders all the way to the Mosque of Córdoba, where the
bells were used as mosque lamps. In silencing the bells, Almanzor had figuratively
muzzled Santiago’s call to his pilgrims. But the bells rang anew in Santiago de
Compostela after Fernando III forced his Muslim captives to bear the bells on their
shoulders back to the Jacobean shrine. The pealing sound proclaimed the defeat of
the enemies of Christ (Andrew Wheatcroft 87, 93). How could the clerics in
Compostela not have been moved by such a sound? What better moment than this
one to express their gratitude to Santiago by commissioning a tympanum in his
honor?
As sponsor of Castile’s military conquest, Matamoros is a triumphalist
28
saint, and this must have had something to do with why Fernando III proclaimed
himself “Alférez del Señor Santiago” (Ernesto La Orden Miracle 17). Yet a certain
openness of the kind usually associated with Peregrino can be detected in
Santiago’s military patronage of Fernando III. Consider that the usual practice of
Christian conquerors was to destroy whatever religious edifice belonged to
defeated infidels. Fernando III’s first act in Córdoba, however, was to reconsecrate
the exquisite mosque of this, the former epicenter of the Caliphate. His deed
maintained the structure intact. And it was in this edifice founded by Abd al
27

See Claudio Sánchez-Albornoz’s España musulmana for a Muslim chronicle of this
conquest (370-74). It is beyond the scope of my argument to consider any opposition
between Santiago and Muhammed, between the Compostelan shrine and the Ka’aba or
the Mezquita de Córdoba, between the Reconquest and jihad.
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There are many such others, but Saint George is a principal counterpart to Santiago
further east on the Iberian Peninsula in Aragón and elsewhere. Other Castilian saints who
adopt features of Matamoros are San Isidoro, San Millán, and even Fernán González. In
polytheistic cultures, these saints are analogous to gods of war such as Mars and
Huitzilopochtli.

Rahman that Fernando III prayed the day after his great victory (María Rosa
Menocal 198). Moreover, it is well-known that the inscriptions on his tomb in the
Cathedral of Sevilla appear not only in Spanish and Latin but also in Hebrew and
Arabic.29 Despite the brutal dominance inherent to conquest, Matamoros’s selfproclaimed first lieutenant incorporated the culture of the defeated into his own. It
is therefore fitting that the earliest relief of Matamoros, most likely created in the
wake of Fernando III’s conquest of Córdoba in 1236, contains echoes of Peregrino
in the form of the scallop motif.
If the cockleshell is the symbol above all others representing Jacobean
pilgrimage, then the presence of scallop shells in this Matamoros relief may be
best understood as a reference to the close relationship between pilgrimage and
reconquest in medieval Spain. After all, medieval pilgrims to Compostela were
implicated in wars against Muslims to the south just as many a crusader journeyed
to Compostela: “for the people of the Spanish peninsula the cult of the saint could
not be separated from the aspirations of the Reconquest” (Storrs 55). A good
example of this symbiosis is the military Order of Santiago, which was charged in
a papal bull of 1175 with expanding its sphere of duties beyond fighting Muslims
to now include guarding the Road to Santiago, protecting its pilgrims, and
establishing hospitals to receive pilgrim guests (Stokstad 28). The Road to
Santiago would never have come into existence without the Reconquest, just as
the military push south could not have been sustained without the population
settlement patterns that pilgrimage to Santiago, in conjunction with the fueros,
stimulated.
Both Matamoros’s horse and sword can be linked to Peregrino, as well. The
horse is not exclusive to warfare, for many pilgrims traveled on horseback. One
need look no further than Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales to see a host of
examples. There is even a popular statuette of Peregrino on horseback (eighteenth
century) in the pilgrimage museum in Astorga (Bango 16). Many medieval
pilgrims to Santiago also rode their mounts.
Usually Peregrino is depicted with a bastón, which pilgrims used not only
for support but also in self-defense from wild dogs and wolves. The miniature
located in the fourth panel of the twenty-sixth song in Códice rico of Alfonso X’s
Cantigas de Santa Maria (c. 1270-1277),30 however, takes the staff and transforms
29

For excellent photographs of Fernando III’s tomb, see Carlos Fuentes (74-75).
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Mettman uses his stemma and the datable events in several of the songs to organize the

it into something more potent. Peregrino brandishes a sword in defense of one of
his pilgrims while to the left San Pedro, gripping his emblematic key, directs the
viewer’s attention to Peregrino’s defensive efforts (see Plate X3 and Fig. 3).31
Earliest Castilian Literary Representations
The miracle commonly known as the castrated-pilgrim tale, in the twenty-sixth
song in Códice rico of the Cantigas, corresponds to the seventeenth miracle in the
anonymous prose Miraglos de Santiago (Miraglos) and to the eighth miracle in
Gonzalo de Berceo’s verse Milagros de Nuestra Señora (Milagros). The Castilian
texts can be traced to roughly the mid thirteenth century.32 This miracle was
known the “gran milagro” in the twelfth century and was celebrated in mass at the
Compostelan Cathedral. Its popularity on the Iberian Peninsula is attested to in the
appearance of additional versions in Catalán, Latin, and Portuguese. The story has
its roots in the eleventh century (Jane E. Connolly, ed. 18-19), and Berceo himself
attributes it to Hugh, Abbot of Cluny from 1049-1109 (Milagros 103). The
Miraglos and Berceo’s Milagros contain the earliest examples of Peregrino in
Castilian literary history.

chronology of the Alfonsine Cantigas’s manuscript production (1: 21-24).
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The figure to the left of Santiago in the miniature represents San Pedro, whose left
hand grips this saint’s emblematic key, while his right hand directs the viewer’s attention
to Peregrino’s defensive efforts. A related example is the fourteenth-century mechanical
statue of Santiago Espaldarazos, or Armacaballeros, which is three-quarters life-size.
Alfonso XI commissioned the statue for his dubbing ceremony in Santiago de
Compostela, which took place on Santiago’s feast day, 25 July 1332, after the king had
journeyed to Compostela as a pilgrim on foot. The work now resides in a mudéjar section
of the convent of Santa María la Real de las Huelgas in Burgos. See Peter Linehan’s
“Alfonso XI of Castile and the Arm of Santiago (with a Note on the Pope’s Foot)”.
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While the manuscript text of the Miraglos is datable to the fourteenth century, Elvira
Fidalgo shows that this most likely is a copy made from an earlier one traceable to
Alfonso X’s reign from 1252-1284 (294, 311). E. Michael Gerli uses datable events in
Berceo’s text to conclude that the author began the Milagros before 1246 and finished
after 1252 (24-25).

Fig. 3: Santiago as Peregrino Rescuing the Soul of His Castrated Pilgrim
Panel 4, Cantiga 26, Alfonso X’s Cantigas de Santa Maria (MS T), c. 1270-1277
Line-drawing Adaptation by Edna V. Vollmer
The basic story tells of a pilgrim to Santiago (Giraldo in the Miraglos,
Guiralt in Berceo’s Milagros) who commits fornication the night before his
departure. The devil, disguised as Peregrino, convinces Santiago’s loyal pilgrim
that as penance, he must cut off the member with which he did the deed. Despite
some natural reluctance, the gullible pilgrim castrates himself and dies as a result.
Satan’s minions attempt to carry off Guiraldo’s soul only for Peregrino to
successfully intervene and force a group appearance in the court of the Virgin
Mary. Santiago stridently advocates for his pilgrim, and Giraldo is resurrected and
fully restored – well, almost: “E en lo ál creçióle una poca de carne asý como
verruga” (Connolly, ed. 93); “pora verter su agua fincóli el forado” (Berceo,
Milagros 108).
The two Castilian versions emphasize Santiago’s role in saving his pilgrim
to a greater or lesser degree depending on the interests of the author. For instance,
the story in the Miraglos underscores Santiago’s key role in performing the
miracle, whereas the version in Berceo’s Milagros gives prominence to the Virgin
(Connolly, “Three Peninsular Versions” 42-43, 45). And both texts may have been

destined for pilgrim ears. Gerli argues that the Milagros de Nuestra Señora are
“shot through with imagery, language, and allusions which help to reinforce the
notion that it was a text destined to be read aloud to an audience of pilgrims”
(“Poet and Pilgrim” 141). Connolly likewise cites simplified, colloquial speech
and formulaic markers of orality in her case for the Miraglos’s public, which she
argues was broader than that of its ultimate Latin source (Miraglos 25).33 Berceo’s
Milagros were probably read to pilgrims in the vicinity of the monastery of San
Millán de la Cogolla, located close to the Camino, while the Miraglos would have
been ideal as an instrument to inspire its journeying audience all the way to
Compostela.
Santiago’s depiction as valiant defender of his pilgrims is relevant to such
an interpretation. For instance, Peregrino claims Giraldo as his own when he
describes him as “un mi romero” (Connolly, ed. 91) and “mi romeo” (Berceo,
Milagros 107). In the Miraglos, Giraldo, relating his adventure to his travel
companions after his revival, characterizes Santiago as young, noble, and graceful
– an utter marvel to behold: “mançebo e muy fermoso e de buen donayre que
amaravilla lo avía omne sabor de lo catar” (Connolly, ed. 91). In Berceo’s
Milagros, Peregrino appears in military formation, on “the front rank”: “paróselis
delante enna az delantera” (106).34 While the first description underscores the
sanctity of Santiago by equating him with splendor, the second features
Peregrino’s military role. When Satan’s underlings lay claim to Giraldo’s soul,
Peregrino physically overpowers the hellish creatures in the Miraglos: “E fizo
tanto por su fuerça que fizo tornar los diablos a mí a Roma” (Connolly, ed. 91).
Yet it is Santiago’s ferocity of words that convinces in Berceo’s Milagros: “‘¡Don
traïdor palavrero! .... disti consejo malo, matest al mi romero’” (106). Once in the
Marian tribunal, Santiago acts as a sort of divine District Attorney –“mejor que
buen abogado” (Connolly, ed. 92)– advocating fiercely for his pilgrim. After
winning the case, it is Santiago, upon the Virgin’s judgement, who restores
Giraldo’s soul to its body in the Miraglos.35 Despite the miniature decorating the
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Fidalgo illustrates that the relationship of the Miraglos to the miracles in the Liber
Sancti Jacobi is an indirect one.
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The translation is that of Mount and Cash (Berceo, Miracles 51). The primary medieval
Castilian meaning of az is “Tropa de caballeros tendidos en línea de batalla” (Lloyd
Kasten and Florian J. Cody 97).
35

The soul returns to Giraldo’s body directly by the Virgin’s command in Berceo’s

Galician version of this tale in the Códice rico of the Cantigas, Santiago is not
described as bearing a sword in the Castilian versions of this miracle.36
Nonetheless, the sword in the miniature symbolizes the sheer fuerça –embedded in
a military context through terminology such as az– Peregrino demonstrates in his
valiant defense of his pilgrim’s soul. In fact, the Saint is very much the divine
counterpart to his sword-wielding earthly knights in the Order of Santiago, which,
as has been illustrated, had as a primary purpose to protect Santiago’s pilgrims.
Yet it is not the sword (or even its softer counterpart, the staff) but rather
the scallop shell that represents Peregrino above all other elements, and so it is
only natural for this symbol to be important in Berceo’s Milagros. In fact,
Santiago attributes Satan’s very ability to beguile Giraldo to the fact that the Devil
used the “sennal de mis veneras” (Berceo, Milagros 107) in his disguise.
Santiago’s words suggest that without the cockle, all Satan’s efforts would have
been in vain. The scallop shell is crucial as both an artistic and a literary marker of
Peregrino. But the venera may also appear with Matamoros.
By the same token, Peregrino’s appearance on horseback in sculpture
corroborates that the mount is not the exclusive domain of Matamoros. In the
Miraglos, one of Giraldo’s companions rides a donkey –“asno” (Connolly, ed. 90,
93)– to and fro Compostela. While not a steed, the asno is nonetheless a horse-like
creature and another textual link between pilgrimage and crusade, between
Peregrino and Matamoros.
For all the confluences of the Jacobean iconographic elements, Peregrino
nonetheless retains his standard appurtenances –staff, scrip, and shell– as does
Matamoros his – sword, standard, and horse. These last three items appear in the
first artistic representation of Matamoros in the tympanum of Clavijo, which is
most likely a by-product of the Diploma de Ramiro. Another adaptation, however
indirect,37 of this forged document is Alfonso X’s Primera Crónica General de
España (PCG) (1270-1289).38 Santiago appears in a dream to Ramiro I promising
Milagros.
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Neither is this the case in the text of Alfonso X’s Cantigas (123-26).
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Alfonso X’s Clavijo narrative is based largely on Bishop Lucas de Tuy’s in the
Chronicon Mundi, which itself is likely to have proceeded directly from the Diploma
(van Liere 528).
38

Ramón Menéndez Pidal establishes these approximate dates for both parts of the PCG
by historical references in the text and through documentation of key events (Alfonso X,

him victory in battle against the Moors the subsequent day. Ramiro will recognize
Matamoros by the three classic elements associated with him: “‘Veer medes cras
andar y en la lid en un cauallo blanco con una senna blanca, et grand espada
reluzient en la mano’” (Alfonso X, PCG 2: 360). The author emphasizes the
brightness and whiteness of Santiago’s instruments, a marker of his sanctity that is
analogous to the function of the nimbus in sculptural representations of both
manifestations of the Saint. Santiago fulfills his promise, and though drastically
outnumbered, the Christians are emboldened and slaughter 70,000 Moors with
Santiago’s celestial aid. From that day forward, the battle-cry of Christians in
battle with Moors becomes “‘Dios, ayuda, et sant Yague’” (Alfonso X, PCG 2:
361).
While some believe the tympanum of Clavijo is the model for all other
Matamoros reliefs to follow (Taín Guzmán 26), there are no dead Muslims visible
in the bas-relief. It makes more sense that representations of Santiago on
horseback with actual Moors under hoof, which begin in the mid fifteenth century
(Contreras y López de Ayala 404) and spread across southern Spain and the
Spanish Americas, take their cue from vernacular translations and adaptations of
the Diploma such as that found in the PCG (Plate X4).39 Not only the fact that
PCG is in Castilian but also its markedly legendary nature would have enabled the
work to gain a broad audience and to achieve rapid diffusion: “parecida táctica es
frecuente cuando se trata de propagar intereses eclesiásticos” (Juan Victorio
Martínez 522).
PCG 2: 852, 855, 857). While the text was finalized during the reign of Alfonso X’s son
Sancho IV, the PCG is an Alfonsine work.
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The miniature at the beginning of the manuscript known as Tumbo B of the Cathedral
of Santiago (1326), which bears an image of a sword-wielding figure on horseback
trouncing over dismembered bodies, is unrelated to Matamoros. Rather, it is thought to
represent Archbishop Berenguel de Landoira (Pérez Higuera 54-55), who dealt with
uprisings of the local populace during his tenure. In a conversation during May 2004 in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, Francisco Singul referred to this figure as “Matacompostelanos”.
A compelling book on Santiago in Spain and Hispano-America is Louis
Cardaillac’s Santiago Apóstol: el Santo de dos mundos. These representations of Santiago
are not necessarily indications that Spanish popular faith in the bellicose intervention of
the Apostle was rapidly formed. It is more probable that the new folk belief in
Matamoros took several centuries to establish itself (Sánchez-Albornoz, Santiago,
hechura 106).

Castilian literary representations of Matamoros are also part of the tradition
stemming from the Diploma, and the same clerical interests behind it give
prominence to a militant Santiago time and again. For instance, Matamoros is
featured saliently in both Berceo’s Vida de San Millán (1225-1260)40 and the
Poema de Fernán González (PFG) (1250-1252).41 Like the Diploma, both poems
have propagandistic aims. The Vida in particular intersects with the history of the
counterfeit Votos de San Millán, which, like the Voto de Santiago, imposed an
agricultural levy, but on the inhabitants of all Castilla and part of Navarra. These
Votos, too, were a huge success for their monastery. The creation of this falsified
document was contemporaneous with Berceo’s tenure in the monastery of San
Millán de la Cogolla, and would have formed an important part of the milieu in
which the author worked.42 For Márquez Villanueva, the Vida “Es un poema de
arriba abajo pensado para ... fomentar la piedad popular para que no se rehuyera el
pago del voto de san Millán” (194). Nonetheless, “there is no inconsistency
between the composition of a devout hagiographic poem and the deliberate
propagation of a forgery; indeed, Berceo would almost certainly have seen both
actions as part of the same duty” (A.D. Deyermond 60), that duty being to
promote his monastery’s Saint. Marta Ana Diz compares one of Berceo’s goals in
crafting the Vida, that of promoting his monastery to prospective pilgrims, to that
of the author of the PFG, who similarly wished to increase the fame of his
monastery of San Pedro de Arlanza (37). Yet the monetary objectives of Arlanza
do not exclude at least an equally strong nationalistic motive, for the author is very
preoccupied with the level of success of Castilla in the Reconquest (Deyermond
38).
Castilians are seen as crusaders in the PFG, and Matamoros is the crusade’s
perfect representative. In a dream, San Pelayo appears to Fernán González
promising not only his assistance but, more importantly, the intervention of
Matamoros in the Castilian leader’s impending battle against Almanzor at
Hacinas: “y sera el apostol Santiago llamado” (121). Moreover, Pelayo announces
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These are Brian Dutton’s hypothetical dates for the lost original copy of this text based
on his stemma (Berceo, Vida xiii, 75, 79).
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Victorio uses historically datable references to establish this range of years for the
poem’s creation.
42

See Dutton’s introductory study in Berceo, Vida (xiii).

that Matamoros will be accompanied by a host of others bearing white armor
(“blancas armaduras”) and carrying a flag displaying the cross: “traera cada uno la
cruz en su pendon” (121). Once the battle commences, Santiago appears from
above (“de suso”) and the Saint’s celestial knights (“caveros”) bear weapons
emblematic of the Castilian crusade, as does Matamoros: “todos armas cruzados,
como a el semejava” (145). Such a sight inspires great fear in the enemy –
“ovieron muy grand miedo, fueron mal espantados” (145) – whom Santiago’s
troops lay to waste. The color white is reminiscent of Matamoros’s white horse
and pennant in the PCG, while Matamoros’s appearance from above and the fear
that he inspires denote his holy power. The cross imagery connects to that in the
pole of Santiago’s standard in the tympanum of Clavijo, and is another link to
pilgrimage, for both pilgrims and crusaders often wore a cloth cross as a badge;
additionally, the sword in the shape of a red cross that was the symbol of the Order
of Santiago represents the crusade against the infidel at the same time it stands for
the pilgrimage of faith made to the tomb of Compostela (Fernández Arenas,
Caminos 35). Another Camino-Crusade connection in the PFG transpires after
King García subsequently imprisons Fernán González in Castroviejo: the count
that frees the Castilian hero does so in the middle of his pilgrimage to the shrine in
Compostela (PFG 155; Josefina Nagore de Zand 59). And as stated, the PFG is
designed at least in part to enhance the monastery of San Pedro de Arlanza’s
attractiveness to pilgrims. In the PFG as in history the crusade that Matamoros
represents is indissoluble from its context in pilgrimage.
The Vida’s link to pilgrimage is partly similar in that it promotes San
Millán as a saint worthy of veneration and deserving of pilgrimage in his honor.
Berceo’s chief means of setting this tone is to equate San Millán with Santiago as
a parallel Matamoros figure.43 Berceo repeats the motif of the Christians’ fear in
the face of being greatly outnumbered by the Muslim hosts, this time in the battle
of Simancas. When the Christian troops look up the sky, they see the pair of saints
carrying items used in religious services instead of weapons:
vidieron dues personas fermosas é luçientes,
mucho eran más blancas qe las nieves rezientes.
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According to Sánchez-Albornoz, Berceo is the only author in Spanish literary history
to have presented a pair of fighting saints (Santiago, hechura 125).

Vinién en dos cavallos plus blancos que cristal,
Armas quales non vío nunqa omne mortal;
El uno tenié croça, mitra pontifical,
El otro una cruz, omne non vío tal. (Berceo, Vida 164)
Luminous beauty and pure whiteness indicate the holiness of both saints
here. In the characterization of Matamoros, the miter and the bishop’s staff
interpolate Santiago into the Church hierarchy, for bishops are the successors to
the Apostles (Juan Antonio Ruiz Domínguez 80). It is San Millán who carries a
cross, one reminiscent of Santiago’s in other depictions. The use of religious
symbols attests to the clearly ecclesiastical overtones of these warring saints. Just
as Santiago’s stature as defender of the faith procured clear benefits for
Compostela, so would the betterment of San Millán’s image be fortuitous for that
of the monastery of San Millán de la Cogolla as a pilgrimage site not far off the
Camino.
Peregrino protects and guides his followers, as does Matamoros, and the fluid
iconographic details of the two manifestations of Santiago attest to the intimatelylinked nature of the spheres in which they originate and operate. The shell,
Jacobean pilgrimage’s maximum symbol, is present in sculptures of and texts on
Peregrino, but it also figures in the bas-relief of Matamoros in the tympanum of
Clavijo. While not present in the PFG and the Vida, the shell is nonetheless
implicit in these texts’ purpose of promoting pilgrimage to their associated shrines.
The pilgrim’s staff functions as a recessive sword, one that Peregrino eventually
wields –visually in the Cantigas, implicitly in the Miraglos and in Berceo’s
Milagros– in the military defense of one of his pilgrims. Neither are the horse and
cross exclusive to Matamoros, for both Peregrino and his pilgrims ride their
mounts just as pilgrims and crusaders each are cruzados. While a symbol may
figure in the standard iconography of one of the manifestations of the Saint, it is
hardly ever exclusive to either Peregrino or Matamoros.
Overlapping saintly attire signals other commonalities between the two.
Each is interpolated in the celestial hierarchy through such artistic and literary
means as the iconographic halo, divine light, splendorous beauty, the color white,
and/or the possession of special powers. Both Peregrino and Matamoros are
associated with ecclesiastical iconographic and textual propaganda. Each is a post
hoc manifestation of the intertwined historical phenomena of the Camino and the

Castilian Crusade, which are themselves likely to be instances of the primeval
forces of pilgrimage (which may have existed since the upper-Paleolithic)44 and
war (the Cain and Abel story exists for a reason). If pilgrimage and war are
somehow rooted in the human psyche, then one way to conceive of Santiago may
be to apply Carl Jung’s notion of latent maleness within the female (animus) and
dormant femininity within the male (anima).45 According to this understanding,
Peregrino’s traits would reside recessively in Matamoros and vice versa, with the
latent characteristics eventually manifesting themselves.
Peregrino and Matamoros may have begun as promotional images
reflecting historical realities, but their popular and political potency as icons is
now fully entrenched. When Spanish troops were sent to Iraq in July 2003, the red
cross of Santiago adorned the soldiers’ military badges (Isambard Wilkinson,
“Mayor Unchains Moorish King”). When, after the Madrid train bombings in
March 2004, the Cathedral of Compostela decided to replace José Gambino’s
eighteenth-century statue of Matamoros with another of Peregrino, popular uproar
forced a reversal, and the statue remains (Wilkinson, “Public Outcry”).46 One icon
may stand for European unity and pluralism while the other represents opposition
to Islam and monism, but the spheres of these two key materializations of
Jacobean identity continue to overlap.
I, like so many others, have hugged the cloak of the thirteenth-century,
polychromatic stone likeness of Peregrino in the main altar of the Cathedral of
Compostela. When pilgrims to Santiago embrace this figure of peace and
receptivity, his militant and dogmatic counterpart hovers directly atop the canopy,
out of sight but nonetheless integral to the full scheme of the altar.
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This conjecture stems largely from African and European cave art (Davidson and
Gitlitz 2: 669).
45

Of particular interest are Carl G. Jung (97-98), Emma Jung, and Edward C. Whitmont
(177, 185).
46

This polychromatic wooden statue, located in a small chapel in the western side of the
north transept, has typically been removed on July 25, día de Santiago, for street parades
(Rodríguez G. de Ceballos 98, 101).
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